
 

#DeltaSpeedTest Communications Toolkit 
 

The Delta Regional Authority (DRA) thanks you for your support to help spread the word 

about the Delta Broadband Mapping Project (#DeltaSpeedTest).  The following examples are 

approved text to be used for distribution via your organization’s newsletters, email 

notifications, social media platforms, and other forms of communication to your partners and 

stakeholders.  Please feel free to insert your organization’s name in the appropriate spots 

highlighted below. Thank you for helping us expand affordable, high-quality internet access 

across the Delta. 

Delta Broadband Mapping Project Stakeholder Email Example 
 

As we have all experienced over the last year, the COVID-19 pandemic spotlighted 

significant gaps in internet accessibility across the country. The Delta, especially rural areas, 

has been shown to lack adequate digital infrastructure to support access to critical services 

such as healthcare, distance learning, and remote work. In response to these challenges, the 

Delta Regional Authority (DRA) has announced the Delta Broadband Mapping Project, and 

<INSERT ORGANIZATION NAME> is proud to support DRA on this initiative. 
 

Through an innovative crowd-

sourcing platform, DRA is 

undertaking a regional internet 

speed testing initiative to 

support data-driven policy and 

decision making. The goal of 

this project is to create a 

regional map of internet 

availability and speeds, which 

will help you attain funding 

opportunities for your 

communities.   

 

The test takes less than one 

minute to complete and can be 

taken on any internet-

connected device.  

 

To learn more and to take the test, visit: dra.gov/speedtest. 

http://dra.gov/speedtest


#DeltaSpeedTest Social Media Toolkit 
 

DRA will use Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to promote the #DeltaSpeedTest project via 

social media.  We encourage you to follow our accounts (below) and like/share/retweet our 

project messages.  Additionally, below are approved examples you may use as original 

content on your social media accounts.  Please remember to tag DRA and use 

#DeltaSpeedTest in all your social media messaging. 

 

DRA on Social Media 
 

 @delta.regional.authority 

 @DeltaRegional 

 @delta-regional-authority 

 @deltaregionalauthority 

 

Facebook Examples 

We’ve been relying on incomplete data to make big decisions on broadband infrastructure 

for years. Most broadband maps don’t measure access on a house-by-house basis. The 

#DeltaSpeedTest will give us granular data that isn’t available anywhere else, which will help 

provide funding opportunities for our community. Help us fund broadband infrastructure 

improvements by taking the 30-second test: dra.gov/speedtest 

There is a digital divide in households throughout the Delta – many of our neighbors’ homes 

lack internet access.  You can help us and @delta.regional.authority build a stronger network 

by taking the 30-second #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest 

Broadband is basic public infrastructure, and yet many of our neighbors’ homes lack internet 

access.  Help us and @delta.regional.authority expand broadband access by taking the 

#DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest  

Telework and telehealth now vital parts of our local economies & the Delta is in urgent need 

of expanding broadband access to all our residents.  Help us and @delta.regional.authority 

update the region’s map by taking the #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest 

Broadband access is important now more than ever. The @delta.regional.authority needs 

your help to build better internet service maps. Take the speed test today: dra.gov/speedtest 

http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
https://www.facebook.com/delta.regional.authority/
https://twitter.com/DeltaRegional
https://www.linkedin.com/company/delta-regional-authority/
https://www.instagram.com/deltaregionalauthority/


Thousands of students in the Delta region don’t have access to broadband internet in their 

homes. The @delta.regional.authority is working to get more accurate mapping to see where 

gaps in coverage are. The #DeltaSpeedTest takes less than 30 seconds: dra.gov/speedtest 

Twitter Examples 

 
• There is a digital divide in households throughout the Delta – many of our neighbors’ 

homes lack internet access.  You can help us & @DeltaRegional build a stronger 

network by taking the 30-second #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest 

 

• Broadband is basic public infrastructure, and yet many of our neighbors’ homes lack 

internet access.  Help us & @DeltaRegional expand broadband access by taking the 

#DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest  

 

• Telework & telehealth now vital parts of our local economies & the Delta is in urgent 

need of expanding broadband access to all our residents.  Help us & @DeltaRegional 

update the region’s map by taking the #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest 
 

• Broadband access is important now more than ever. The @DeltaRegional needs your 

help to build better internet service maps. Take the speed test today: dra.gov/speedtest 

• Thousands of students in the Delta region don’t have access to broadband internet in 

their homes. The @Delta Regional is working to get more accurate mapping to see 

where gaps in coverage are. The #DeltaSpeedTest takes less than 30 seconds: 

dra.gov/speedtest 

LinkedIn Examples 

We’ve been relying on incomplete data to make big decisions on broadband infrastructure 

for years. Most broadband maps don’t measure access on a house-by-house basis. The 

#DeltaSpeedTest will give us granular data that isn’t available anywhere else, which will help 

provide funding opportunities for our community. Help us fund broadband infrastructure 

improvements by taking the 30-second test: dra.gov/speedtest #Broadband #RuralBroadband 

#InvestingInTheDelta #Infrastructure 

There is a digital divide in households throughout the Delta – many of our neighbors’ homes 

lack internet access.  You can help us and @delta-regional-authority build a stronger 

network by taking the 30-second #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest 

Broadband is basic public infrastructure, and yet many of our neighbors’ homes lack internet 

access.  Help us and @delta-regional-authority expand broadband access by taking the 

http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
http://dra.gov/speedtest
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#DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest #Broadband #RuralBroadband #InvestingInTheDelta 

#Infrastructure 

Telework and telehealth now vital parts of our local economies & the Delta is in urgent need 

of expanding broadband access to all our residents.  Help us and @delta-regional-authority 

update the region’s map by taking the #DeltaSpeedTest at dra.gov/speedtest #Broadband 

#RuralBroadband #InvestingInTheDelta #Infrastructure 

Broadband access is important now more than ever. The @delta-regional-authority needs 

your help to build better internet service maps. Take the speed test today: dra.gov/speedtest 

#Broadband #RuralBroadband #InvestingInTheDelta #Infrastructure 

Thousands of students in the Delta region don’t have access to broadband internet in their 

homes. The @delta-regional-authority is working to get more accurate mapping to see where 

gaps in coverage are. The #DeltaSpeedTest takes less than 30 seconds: dra.gov/speedtest 

#Broadband #RuralBroadband #InvestingInTheDelta #Infrastructure 

Approved DRA Graphics 
 

Please see below for links to all approved DRA graphics.  

 

DRA Official Seal 
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Delta Broadband Mapping Project Announcement Graphic 
 

 
 
  



#DeltaSpeedTest Graphic 
 

 
 

### 

 

About the Delta Regional Authority 

The Delta Regional Authority (DRA) is a federal-state partnership created by Congress in 

2000 to promote and encourage the economic development of the Mississippi River Delta 

and Alabama Black Belt regions.  DRA invests in projects supporting transportation 

infrastructure, basic public infrastructure, workforce training, and business 

development.  DRA’s mission is to help create jobs, build communities, and improve the lives 

of those who reside in the 252 counties and parishes of the eight-state region. 

 


